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I INTRODLETION 

This report describes an investigation into the aerodynamic properties 
of open nose, axially symrngtric air-intakes at zero incidence. 

* 
efficiency with which this type cf intake decelerates the internal 

flow h i) been the subject of much research, and so in this report less 
emphasis is placed on this aspect of their performance than on the external 
drag cf the intakes. This drag can vary ccnsiderably with changes cf both 
Xach number and mass flow into the intake. If there is no external decelera- 
tion of the intake flew the external drag is dependent upon the external cowl 
shape. Large drags will arise at the lower subsonic speeds cnly if this 
shape is such that bcundary layer separation occurs, but at higher speeds 
the external drag at full mass flew can depend greatly upon the cowl shape, 
for this dictates the wave drag. To investigate this dependence of drag 
upon shape, three differently shaped cowls have been tested. 

Yhen the air flowing into the intake is decelerated externally then 
some of the engine thrust shcuid be carried on the cowl. However, under 
these conditions separation can, and often does, occur on the cowl lip, 
resulting in a loss cf this thrust suction force and hence, in effect, an 
increase in drag. In addition, the external air c‘an be regarded as flowing 
past a body whose bluffness increases as this external deceleration increases, 
and so the wave drag might be expected to increase also. 

To obtain values of the various drag ccmponcnts occurring at reduced 
internal mass flow, each of the three coitils was tested over a range of values 
of intake mass flow at several fixed Xach numbers. Ail the tests were made 
in the 2.A.J. (Bedford) 3’ x 39 tunnc'l,, which, togcthar &th its flow 
properties, is c'lesorfbad in Rofs.1 and 2. 

A general arrangement diagram cf the tunnel model intake rig is given 
in Fig.1. ALSO shcwn are sketches cf t5,e three different cowls that were 
tested. The cm marked, and hereafter referred te, as the 7.6O lip cowl, 
had a sharp lip whose thicknes s was c>f the order cf 0.006" and whose external 
lip angle was 7O 35'. The 12O lip cowl was similar to the 7.60 ccvrl, but had 
a lip angle cf 120 3' and a ncse thickness cf approximately O.OO&". The 
blunt ccwl had a rounded lip with a nr:se radius cf curvature of 0.22!!. All 
three cowls had nominally thi: stllilo maximum cross sectional area and the Same 
minimum entry area. 

The 7.6’ cowl was a copy of one previously testedz,l+ at a lower 
Reynolds number. The blunt co\:Ji W.C,S chcscn cs <an exm@c cf an extremely 
blunt nuse shape, and the 12o ccwl as ene likely to have a -z,ave drag inter- 
mediate in value between the ether two. 

On each cowl static pressure measuring holes were prcvided along four 
generators cf the external surface, the range of axial position of these 
holes being shown in Fig.l. The holes were arranged in cyclic order around 
the cowls. 

Grooves were machined in the metal cowls along each of the four 
generators and copper tubes i,n.laid, The grooves were then filled with cold 
setting kaldite which was afterwCtis turned doizn to the cowl shape. Holes 
were then drilled through the Araldite into the buiied ccpper tubes. 

On the two sharp ncsed cowls the regions near the lips were too thin 
to permit the embedding of ccp;;'er tubes, cancd so in these cases passages were 
formed in the Araldite by c nsting the frcnt portion around thin wedge slivers 
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which were later withdrawn, the passages SC left being connected to copper 
tubes in a thicker part of the cowl. In this way it was possible to get 
the first hole on each sharp nosed cowl tc within about 0.1" of the lip. 

A pitot-static comb was fixed at the rear of the diffuser, as illus- 
trated in Fig.1, to enable the mass flow and pressure recovery to be calcu- 
lated. 

Behind the comb was an exit plug whose axial position could be adjusted 
by an electric actuator contained in the sting. Two sizes of plug were used. 

3 RANQZ @F TEST COXDITIONS ..- 
c 

All three cowls were tested over a Xach nwnber range of 0.8 to 1.82 at 
zero incidence. The internal mass flow ratio was varied at all Mach nurribers, 
minimum values of this ratio ranging from 0.45 to 0.85 and maximum values 
from 0.95 to 1.16. 

Th 
& 

majority cf 
1.6 x IO i 

csts were conducted at Reynolds numbers between 
and 1.8 x IO , based on th inlet nose diameter, but scme further 

tests covered a range frcm 0.38 x 10 g to 2.8 x 106. 

4 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 

The computed pressure coefficients fcr all the measured pressure 
distributicns are tabulated in Tables I to 3, but only a few are reproduced 
in graphical form. These example s were selected to illustrate the various 
flow features that were observed. This selection is given in Pigs.2(a) to (f) 
for the 7.6’ cowl, in Figs.g(a) to (e) for the 12O cowl, and in Figs.4(a) 
to (e) for the blunt ccwl. For the sharp lipped cowls the pressure coef- 
ficient C is plotted against the axial distance from the cowl lip, x, 
expressedPin terms of the inlet radius ri. In the case cf the blunt cowl, 

Cp is plotted against s/ri for the porticn around the blunt nose, where s is 
the distance along the surface generator from the throat, but dovn?stream of' 
the nose Cp is plotted against x/ri as for the other two cowls. Each figure 

gives curves for one particular Mach number and a range cf mass flow ratios P. 

4.1 Results for the sharp lipped ccwls 

On the 7.6o cowl the flattened suction peaks provide evidence of flow 
separation off the sharp lip when the mass flow ratic is low. This was con- 
firmed by schlieren observation at supersonic speeds, when a corresponding 
shock was seen to emanate from the rear of the separated region. At Mach 
numbers of 0.8 and 0.9 the dead air regicn is quite extensive, but it becomes 
much smaller at and above MO = 1.0. This reduction at supersonic speeds is 
presumably associated with the ability of the air tc turn sharp corners more 
easily. It is interesting to ncte that on this cowl at M = 0.9, Fig.2(b), 
the lip dead air region appears, disappears and then reappears as P decreases. 
Applying the corresponding scale of local Mach numbers to the pressure coef- 
ficients suggests an explanation. It seems likely that when the mass flow is. 
ratio has dropped to 0.57 the local Mach number has increased sufficiently to 
permit the turning of the flow over the lip by a supersonic expansion. Further 
reduction in p to 0.45 has increased the angle thrcugh which the flow must turn 
at the lip to an extent which supersonic expansion cannot achieve, and separa- s 
tion has reappeared. 

On the lZ" cowl the flow also separates frcm the lip, but in th+s case 
the dead air region is still comparatively large at MO = 1.0, (Fig.3bj although 
it becomes smaller at higher hhch numbers. 
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5 PRZBSURX RECOVERY 

There are several possible ways of expressing the efficiency of the 
diffusicn process in an intake. Of these, the mcst commonly used is stag- 
nation pressure, weighted cn either a mass flew cr an area basis. These 
two methods of weighting are ccmpared in Appendix 1, where they are seen, 
in the present conditions, to give almost identical efficiencies, and 
efficiencies which, for the subsonic diffusion prccess, can be effectively 
1ooy; 

The present results are weighted on a mass flow basis, and values of 
wHoI the ratio of the mean stagnation pressure at the end of the diffuser 
to the free stream stagnation pressure, are shown in Figs.5,6 and 7 plotted 
against the mass flow ratio p. Within the limits cf experimental error 
(which are of the order of t2$), the value of R/Ho for each Mach ntier is 
constant over most of the mass flow range, but for values of p near unity 
there is a slight fall-off in pressure reccvery, which is most marked at 
subsonic and transonic speeds. This is preswnably due to the disappearance 
of pre-entry diffusion, but there are insufficient experimental points in 
this region to assess the effect accurately. The mean pressure recoveries 
are plotted against free stream Mach number in Pig.& For comparison, curves 
are also included of the loss due to a ncrmal shock. These agree excellently 
with the experimental results and, as predicted in Appendix I, shcw that the 
decrease in efficiency at supersonic speeds is effectively equal to the 
normal shock loss, and is little dependent upon the su'osonic diffusion. 

6 DRAG 

6. I Goneral 

Since several terms are used in the discumm ,Lon of the drag of intakes, 
a brief r&urn6 is given here. Consider the flow past the open-nose intake 
shown in Fig.9. AB is the pre-entry stream tube, which extends to infinity 
upstream of the intake and which separates the internal and external flows. 
In accordance with the recommendations of Ref. 6, and neglecting skin friction, 
the external drag of the intake,Dext, is considered as the sum of two compo- 

nents, the pre-entry drag, D pre' end the ccwl intrinsic ncrmal pressure drag, 
D cowl' In coefficient form we have 

Ai 

%pre = q iref J 
(P-P,) dA 

A0 

AC 

cDcowl = + ref s (P-P,) dA 
hi. 

c%owl + cD pre = Qext 

where p is the pressure along, and A the cross-sectional area of, the stream 
tube or stream surface forming the bcundary of the external flow, p, is the 
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free stream static pressure and q is the dynamic pressure. These definitions 
are quite explicit with a sharp lipped cowl, but with a round nosed cowl a 
difficulty arises in that as the mass flow is altered, the position of the 
stagnation point on the lip changes so that the inlet area is not constant. 
If, however, we modify the definitions, putting 

ODpre = q d ref s 
(P-P,> d.JL = a A' I ref J 

(P-P,> d.A + 1 
' *ref i 

(P-P,) dA 

42 *0 % 

A 
C AC n, 

c%owl = q 2 ref / 
(P-P,) ~ = q 2 

ref s 
(P-P,) dA - q ; 

ref s 
(P-P,) d.A 

At ni Ai 

where At is the cross-sectional area of the internal throat, then the total 
external drag is ccrrect, although its components are slightly in error by 
equal and opposite amounts. This is the procedure that has been adopted 
here. The reference area has been taken as the inlet area in the case of 
the sharp lipped cowls and the area of the internal throat in the case of 
the blunt lip cowl. 

When the intake is operating at unit mass flow ratio the pre-entry 
drag is zero: the drag ccefficient in this ccndition will be denoted by 

cDcowlo' If the mass flew ratio is then reduced 38 that the intake is 

"spilling", the external drag can be expressed in the form 

CDext = ?I) cow&J + cD spill ' 

where CD spill is the "spillage drag" coefficient 

6.2 Experimental results 

6.2.1 Cowl normal pressure drag 

The cowl normal pressure drag was obtained by graphical integration of 
the external pressure distributicns and the results for the three cowls, for 
the various Nach numbers and mass flow ratios tested, are displayed in 
Pigs.lO,ll and 12. Mcst of these results are for a Reynolds number, based 
on the inlet diameter, of between I.5 and 1.7 million. Some spot results 
obtained for Reynolds numbers of 2.5 and 2.8 million are shown fcr the 7.6’ 
cowl in Pig.10 and for the blunt lip cowl in Pig.12. Some further results 
for Reynolds numbers of 0.8 and 0.4 million are shcwn in Fig.10 to give a 
comparison with those of Refs. 3 and I+; it is seen that the present values 
Of "Dcowl are considerably higher. This point is discussed later when the 

total external drag is considered, but it can be noted here that there is 
only a very small scale effect upon the -pressure distribution for Reynolds 
numbers greater than 0.8 million. 

Measurements were made at close Mach number intervals over the transonic 
range for two fixed plug positions. The corresponding results for CDcov~l are 

shown in Fig.13, the mass flozJ- ratics quoted being means over the range of 
Mach number. Also included arc the values appropriate to ~1 = I, which were 
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obtained by cross-plotting frczn Figs.10,l-l and 12. The comparable results 
for the 7.6’ cowl from Ref. I+ are alsc reproduced, and again some dis- 
crepancies between the two sets of results are to be noted. 

FinallY, cDcolvl I the ccwl normal pressure drag coefficient when 

P = I, is plotted fcrothe three cowls against Mach number in Fig.14. It is 
noticeable that the drag of the blunt lip cool is lower than that of the 
12' cowl up to a Mach number of about 1.2, despite the extreme bluntness 
of the lip. At the higher supersonic speeds ~coVJo for the blunt nosed 

cowl increases with free stream Mach number, but for the other two it 
decreases. 

6.2.2 The pre-entry drag 

The pre-entry drag coefficient has been defined above as 
hi 

'$re = * s 
(P-P,) a l 

IL A ,  

From momentum considerations, and assuming one-dimensional flow in the 
pre-entry stream tube, this can be expressed in the form 

I 
CDpre = - q A. 1 

A0 
1 

At supersonic speeds a shock wave normally occurs ahead of the intake. 
If the suffix w denctes ccnditions immediately behind the shock, then a rncre 
ccnvenient form for computation using existing tables is: 

CD 
2 

pre = y M2 
. 

0 

Values of GDpre for the various test Mach numbers have been calculated and 
are shown plotted against mass flow ratio in Fig.15. iit the higher super- 
sonic speeds CD 

pre 
increases in an almost linear manner as p decreases from 

unity, but with reduction of speed it becomes progressively mere non-linear 
in the mass flow ratio range 0.6 to 1.0. 

6.2.3 Total external drag 

The external drag is the sum of the cowl normal pressure drag and the 
pre-entry drag. The external drag coefficients thus obtained are plotted 
against mass flow ratio in Figs. 16 to 19. The ccrresponding theoretical 
values of Refs. II and 12 for supersonic speeds are also included and are 
discussed later in section 6.3. In addition, the comparable results recorded 
in Ref. 3 are reproduced in Fig.17. t&t a IGch number cf I.42 the present 
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results lie roughly in a mean position between the two previous sets of 
results obtained from pressure and force measurements, but at MO = I.82 
there is better agreement with the results cf Ref. 3 derived from pressure 
measurements than with those obtained from force measurements. However, 
the agreement is not very good in either case. 

The variation cf external drag with Kach number for constant values 
of the mass flow ratio p is shown in Pig.20. Pig.20(a) gives the results 
for the 7.6’ cowl and the results (fcr p = 1) of the previous tests on this 
cowl shape for compariso&. There is agreement only over a porticn of the 
Nach number range. The discrepancy could be due to inaccuracies in computing 
the drags frcm the results of Ref. & because of the limited number of pressure 
holes in the much smaller model.. 

Also plotted in Fig,20(a) is the thccrctical curve for p = 1 from 
Ref.&. The theoretical values aze lower than the experimental results, but 
show the same variation of drag with Xach numibcr. 

Comparison of 9igs.20(a), (b) and (c) shows that at p = I the drags 
for the two sharp nosed cowls decrease with increasing Mach number in the 
supersunic p,s.rt cf the speed range. iicwevcr, the drags for these two cowls 
at the lowest mass flow ratio and fcr the blunt lip cowl at all mass flOW 
ratios increase with Mach number. 

6.2.4 Yiave drag. 

A matter cf considerable interest is the division of the external drag 
at supersonic speeds into that attributable tc the entrcpy rise through the 
nose shock system ‘and that due to lip separation. In particular, a compari- 
son in this respect is made between the sharp and blunt lip cools. 

The wave drag was computed by a method that made use of measurements 
of the nose wave shape obtained from schlieren photographs. This method, 
which is described 'n detail in 1,ppenAix 2, 
of the wave shape7p8. 

makes use of Whitham's analysis 
Several sources of inaccnracy in computing the wave 

drag are discussed in this Appendix, leading to a suggested final maximum 
error in C %ave of 20.05. 

Values of the wave drag thus obtained are shown in Fig.l7,18 and 19 
and are discussed in section 6.3. 

6.2.5 Form drag 

The present measurements only include drag due to normal pressure loads 
and neglect skin friction, SC the external drag is the sum cf the fcrm drag 
and wave drag. The form drag cocfficicnt is thus given by 

c=forn = %xt -  cD,,avc l 1 

Values of the fcrm drag cccfficicnt for Mach nuzmbcrs of 1.42 and 1.82 are 
plotted against mass flew ratio in Figs.2l(a) and (b) and are discussed in 
detail below. 

6.3 Discussion of drag results 

Form drag is to be expected at supersonic speeds when there is a lip 
separation on th c sharp nosed cc?i;ls at reduced mass flow, but is net to be 
expected on either the blunt ncsc cowl or on the sharp nosed cowls when 
P = 1 and there is no nose separation. This is confirmed by the results 
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shown in Fig.21, within the previously quoted accuracy for the values of 
CD that is 20.05. On the sharp lip cowls a form drag appears as the 
ma!?%?%ow ratio decreases from unity, but on the blunt nose cowl the form 
drag is zero for all values of p. 

The existence of form drag on sharp lipped ccwls for mass flow ratios 
less than unity was indicated also by results obtained by Brajnikoff and 
Rogers9 and by Clark and Lewi.~?~ which showed wave drag values much lower 
than the total drag when p < 1. 

The analyses of Graham" and cf hIoecke1 12,13 can be used to give esti- 
mates of the wave drag. Such estimates are compared with the present 
experimental values in Figs.-t6,17,18 and 19. Graham's theory gives only 
the spillage wave drag and doe s net predict the drag at full mass flow, so 
in ccmparing his theoretical values with experiment the theoretical curves 
have been vertically displaced so as to pass through the experimental value 
at ~ = I. Moeckel's theory gives an estimate for both the drag at full maSS 

flow for a blunt nosed cowl and its variaticn with mass flow fcr all cowl 
shapes. 

On the round nose cowl where experiment has shown there to be little 
cr no form drag a direct comparison can be made with the external drag and 
the theories of Graham and Moeckel. This is done in Figs.lf;(c) and 19. At 
all Kach numbers Graham's theory underestimates the drag rise, the dis- 
crepancy being greatest at transonic speeds. Moeckel's theory does not pre- 
dict the drag at full mass flmr very reliably, but gives better agreement 
than Graham's theory for the slope K@ext/ap. This is best illustrated 
where the Moeckel curves have been vertically displaced so as to pass through 
the experimental values at p = I (Fig.jg). 

In the case of the sharp lipped cowls, as socn as the mass flow ratio 
falls below unity the flew separates off the lip and a separation bubble is 
formed. This separation bubble, although initially small in extent, gives 
rise to an appreciable form drag but so mcdifies the effective external colvl 
shape that the wave drag is actually reduced fcr small amounts of spillage. 
As a consequence, it would not be expected that the spillage drag would be 
in agreement with a theory which considered only the wave drag. However, on 
the 7.6' lip cowl good agreement is obtained between evriment and Graham's 
theory for mass flow ratios abcve 0.7 at Each numbers cf 1.4-2, 1.61 and 1.82, 
and on the 12' lip cowl at Mach numbers of ?.I& and 1.82, although at &I = 1.42 
and 1.61 the agreement is not so good, the experimental spillage drag tending 
to be less than the theoretical value. It wculd thus appear that with a sharp 
lipped intake the fact that the fla-? separates frcm the lip is net necessarily 
detrimental from the spillage drag point cf view at superscnic speeds for 
moderate amounts of spillage, because the flcvr separation may reduce the viave 
drag so that the sum of the actual form and wave drags is nc greater than the 
wave drag that would occur in the absence of any separation. 

Summarising the drag characteristics cf the three cm~ls, at M = 0.8 the 
7.6O lip cowl has less than one third cf the drag of the other two cowls at 
full mass flow, a lower drag than the 12' cowl dovJn to p = 0.51 and a lower 
drag than the blunt lip cowl over the whole range of mass flow ratios covered 
by the tests, that is dove to 0.45. Under full mass f'lov; conditions all three 
cowls exhibit a steep drag rise at transonic speeds. In the case of the sharp 
lipped cowls, the drag reaches a maximum at a Xach number of about 1.15 and 
thereafter decreases, but with the round nose cowl the drag continues to 
increase at supersonic speeds. By a Mach number of 1.82 the drags at full 
mass flow of the 7.6 O, the 12O and the blunt lip cowl are respectively in the 
ratio 1.0: 2.6: 5.5. The marked superiority of the 7.6' cowl is now main- 
tained at reduced mass flow, however, because at this speed the spillage drags 
are not greatly dissimilar fcr the three cowl shapes. 
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7 - CONCLUSIONS 

3 

Tests on three cowls with different lip shapes at zero incidence have 
shown a wide variation cf external drag with both Mach number and mass flow 
into the intake. At full mass flow the cowl with a 7.6' sharp lip had a 
very much lower drag throughout the speed range than either the 12' sharp 
lip cowl or the cowl with a rounded lip. At transonic speeds the spillage 
drag of all the cowls varied in a non-linear+ manner with spillage, and the 
spillage drag of the 12O lip cowl was considerably less than that of the 
other two cowls for mass flow ratios less than about 0.8. At supersonic 
speeds the spillage drag did not follow a completely consistent pattern, but 
at the highest Biach number tested it was still slightly less on the d2' cowl. 

The shape of the nose shock wave at supersonic s eeds was found to be 
in reasonable agreement with that predicted by Whitham t8, P and an improved 
method of determining the wave drag from measurements of the wave shape is 
described. The round lip cowl was found to have sero form drag at supersonic 
speeds, the external drag being purely wave drag for all mass flow ratios 
investigated. Comparison of the spillage drag of this cowl with the theoreti- 
cal values of Graham" and of hloecke1'2~13 showed better agreement with the 
latter theory for Mach numbers above I.&, Graham's thecry tending to under- 
esttite slightly the rate of drag rise with spillage. In the case of the 
sharp lip cowls, as socn as the mass flow ratio fell below unity the flow 
separated off the lip and gave rise to a large form drag. However, the 
separation so modified the effective cowl shape that the wave drag was 
reduced for small amounts of spillage and it is suggest& that the sum of 

the actual form and wave drags may be no greater than the wave drag that 
would occur in the absence cf any separation. 

The internal pressure recovery was virtually identical for the three 
cowls, being effectively IO&$ at subsonic speeds and reduced only by an amount 
equal to the normal shock loss at supersonic speeds. It is also shown that 
fer normal amounts of subsonic diffusion, weighting the pressure recovery on 
a mass flow or on an area basis leads to essentially the same result. 

Acknowledgement is made of tile assistance of Dr. I. McGregor in the 
final preparation of this report. 

LIST OY SYMf3OLS 

(Some symbols used only once arc not included here) 

al, &2 ccefficients defined in equation 12, Appendix 2 

A cross- sectional area 

A 
0 

area of prc-entry stream tube at infinity upstream 

drag coefficient = D/qoAi 

pressure coefficient z (p-po)/qo 
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dx/dr 

drag 

LIST OF SYE3CLS (Contd) 

drag due to normal pressures acting on the external surface 
cf' the cowl 

value of D cowl when p = 1 

stagnation pressure 

c 

stagnation pressure in central pctential core at end of diffuser 

mean stagnation pressure at end of diffuser 

value cf H weighted on an area basis 

value of fi weighted on a mass flow basis 

coefficients of diffuser perfcrmance defined in Appendix I 

Mach nwiber 

Mach number of central potential core at end of diffuser 

MO sin cr 

mass flow 

pressure 

stagnation pressure ratio across a shcck wave 

function defined by equation 6, Appendix 2 

dynamic pressure 

radial co-ordinate at end cf diffuser (Appendix I), 
radial co-ordinate to shock wave (Appendix 2) 

radius cf central. potential core at end of diffuser, 
arbitrarily chosen radius at limit of schlieren picture 

radius of inlet tc intake 

distance along surface generatcr of blunt cowl 

local velocity at end of diffuser 

velocity of central potential ccre at end of diffuser 

velocity 

axial distance alcng cowls 

slope of nose shcclr wave 
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a 

P 

pO 

cot p, 

mass flow ratio 

Mach angle of free stream 

Y function defined in equaticn 7, Appendix 2 

P density 

6 wave angle 
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0 conditions in free stream 
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ext external 

pre pre-entry 
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Of the several fcms in which diffuser perfcrmance has been correlated 
the most eomilonly used is that in which the stagnation pressure distribution 
at exit is weighted i>n either an area cr a mass flow basis. A brief ccm- 
pariscn of these methods of weighting has been given by ;!raenkcl and 
Goldsmith'4 and by Wyatt'5. R more general comparison is given here covering 
cases where the exit flow is axi-symmetric and has a central potential core. 

The assumed velocity prci'ile at the exit Prom the diffuser is sketched 
in Fig.22, where for the cuter visccus annulus me write 

.Rd - r 1, 

c J 

vn 
U - = -- 

R &  -  r1 l 

Y? 

The mean stagnaticn pressure H, weighted cn en area basis, is given by 

For the low Mach nux3bers obtaining at the end ef the diffuser, incompressible 
flow may be assumed, so that 

H = p*;pu2 

ml then 
R, 

/H&i = 
J J 

2x r (p+&3u2) dr 

C 

and substituting from equation (I) gives 

(2) 

(3) 
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Appendix 1 

the term ii1 square brackets being written (Kj + 1). Hence 

% p+$pu 
E-j= 

2 (K, + 1) 

so that 

($)(I+-$) = K, . 
P 

Similarly, the mean stagnaticn press-ure weighted on a mass flow 
basis is given by 

s H 
ii 
m 

T' axn 
Ho = m 

where m is the mass flow 

m= 
/ 

PUU 

and substituting from ewation (1) gives 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

i 

=: (a2 +&(~+--+) (1 -3 = c, (say) . (7) 

Also 

/Hdm = / pu2nr(p ++u2)dr 

= p.m + $ p 

= pOm++p 2 u3 p AC2 

- 18 - 
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Appendix 4 

where c2 denotes the bracketed term. Hence 

c2 

TIl 
p*&pup2 l - 

cl -. 

P + &up2 

and 

= K2 (say) . (9) 

Values of Kj and K2 are plctted in Fig.23 fcr a value of n = 7. It is 

apparent that there is little difference between the values of Edlip and 
% /H and, for the low values of Xp normally encountered, that E/HP is very 

AP 
near to unity. Thus up to the stage where H is equal to the stagnation 

P 
pressure a-c entry to the intake, the pressure recovery on these bases is 
almcst unity duriq subsonic flight and is effectively decreased from unity 
only by the nose shock loss at superscnic speeds. The results of the present 
experiments were consistent with these finctirgs. 
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APPEIQlX2 

ANAIYSIS OF THE NOSE SliOClZ WAVE SHAPE; AXD THE DETEF!lviINATION 
OF '$A-VE DRAG 

. 

I IlQRODUCTION 

Several attempts tc obtain the wave drag frcm measurements of the nose 
shock wave shape have been 

Id 
nade previcusly, but the one most closely follcwed 

here is that due to Ohman This ~~oulcl appear to require less computation 
than the method suggested b; Ferri.17. 

C'hman found considerable scatter in the estimated wave drag values 
which appear to arise mainly from inaccuracies in the method of extrapolating 
the measured shock wave shape to infinity. "Drajnikoff and Rogersg, in 
applying a similar method due to &nk and Crcwn 18, tried approximating the 
outer wave shape by an hyperbcla, but withcut great success. This lack of 
success may be connected with the objecticn raised by Liepmann 19 tc the use 
of an hyperbcla as an apprcximaticn to the wave shape, 

Brajnikoff and Rogers attempted to avcid the difficulty arising from 
the use of a momentum circuit infinite in extent by alsc trying Nucci's 
method2', but checks that they made of the accuracy again indicated rather 
large errors. 

t 
With Vile metnod now given for extending the necessary integration to 

infinity it is believed that errors from this source are reduced and results 
of an imprcved accuracy are obtained. Estimates 
discussed later. 

: 2 TEEORY OF THE Mi?THO-f2. 

(4 -- General 

In the notation of Fig.9, the wave drag is given by(Ref.19) 

CD,,, 
=. 4 

r2 i 

Using Ohman's notation, 

where 

and 

cf the likely errcr are 

rdr . (1) 

(2) 

where psdps2 is the stagnation pressure ratio across the nuse shock wave. 
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Appendix 2 

(b) Visible part of the wave 

The stagnation pressure ratio across a shock wave is given by(Ref.21) 

pa (-f-WY 
0 

0 ps 
= 5 ($$‘y (y ‘$.) (hii - $+fy (3) 

S 

where 
MS 

= Mo3ino (4) 

d being the wave angle. 

Values of CT for the part of the wave included in the schlieren 
picture were obtained from a photographically enlarged drawing. The slopes 
were derived by differentiating numerically using a three point formula and 
30 the ratio V /V. 

3 
could be computed. The integrand of equation (I) was 

then plotted and the integration from r. to the edge of the schlieren 
picture at r = r p (say) carried out graphically. 

(c) Extension of theshock wave shape to infinity 

An expression for the shape cf an axi-symmetrical shock wave far from 
a body has been given by ?ihitham7,8 as 

x = ar - br" L - h(O) - $- b h'(O) r-' f O(rea log r) 

where x is the axial co-ordinate 

r is the radial co-ordinate 

a = cot p, 

pO 
= Mach angle cf the undisturbed flow. 

Differentiating, we have 

dx $ b r-z 
dr = 01--, 

+ $bh'(O) -5/k r f . . . 

which for convenience is written as 

dx 
3 --- 

G = a+alr 
4 + a2 rm5'4 + . . . 

(5) 

(6) 
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NOW 

so that 

Appendix 2 

(7) 

(8) 

Substituting for (dx/dr) a& expanding by the Binomial theorem then leads 
to 

.-- 
M 2 = 1 - 1 1+x2 p a, a rm314 + 2 a2 CA re5’4 4 . . S ,] 

se that 

(9) 

Combining equations (2) and (3) and expanding i:ito series form gives 

'+ /1w2 - 3j3 + ;?r . L + . . . 
(l*y)z l s / 

so that 

’ tr = L ‘-1 (y-+-l) (Ms2- I)’ -y (Ms2-l)4 + . . . 
O+d3 3 1 . 

Hence 

1 I (l-v+ 2 c 
MO2 (I 

i 1 
+Y)3 3 

(y $1) (Ms2 - ,j3] 

,___ 
2 --j/4 L -2a. r ( a 42 )I 3 -3 - 

3 Id: (I +y)2 MO2 
+a 

I 2 
r 
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and so 

- (l-q2 
1 

-16 a3 
r c - 

3 Mf ( I  +Y)2 l I -  

-5/4 - 

1 
a, 

J/2 3 
+ a2 r I . 

For the typical values of Ms at r = r that were enccuntered, this 
P 

expression gave errors fcr the integrand at r = r 
P 

of up to abcut lO$, 

resulting in errors in the integration to infinity of not more than abcut 
4771 or 5:k 

Integrating, and making use of equation (6) gives 

I7 3 ,-$ rdr -n 

rP 

. . . . (IO) 

thus enabling the integration to infinity tc be ccmpleted. 

3 DJTECRATION TO r 

Two examples of plots of the integrald cf equation (1) are given in 
Pigs.&(a) and (b), the former fcr the 12o lip ccwl and the latter for the 
blunt lip cowl, The values of r. were computed from the mass flew ratio 
and the velue of rp was arbitrarily chcsen as 16 on the scale shown. Pcints 

obtained from measurements cf both the upper end lower waves cn the schlieren 
picture are included. 

A minor point cf interest 3hmn by these graphs is that although a 
normal shock wave would result in a straight line thrcugh the origin, this 
linearity is not maintained up to the point r = r 

0’ 
SC that the outer porticn 

of the stream tube that enters the intake has passed through an cblique 
shock. Thus the entering air has a slight variation of stagnaticn pressure 
across it, increasing outwards from the centre. 

4. SOURCJ'ES OF EZRCR 

Apart from errors arising in measurement of wave angle, there are 
three further possible scurces of error in obtaining the curves of Fig.2J+, 
and these were all investigated. 

The first arises from optical distcrtion in the tunnel schlieren 
system. This was found by photographinfi the shadcw of a taut wire placed 
vertically acrcss the tunnel windcw and just outside it. The slope of the 
wire was then measured in the same way as described fcr the measurement of 
shock wave slopes. The resulting distcrticn from a straight line in shown 
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P;ppendix 2 

plotted in Pig.25. The maximum distortion at the edge of the picture is of 
the order of one half to one degree. As can be seen from the scatter, it is 
only slightly greater than the accuracy with which the slopes can be measured. 

The seccnd source of error is that the Mach number distribution along 
the upstream side of the wave front is not necessarily uniform as assumed 
for the ccmputations. Tc obtain an idea of the amount of this variation, a 
schlieren picture of the flow past a comb cf static tubes was used. Measure- 
ments were made as before of the angles of the ncse shock waves cff each tube 
and their variation is also plotted in Fig.25 for both upper and lower waves. 
The trend of the variation is similar to that of the schlieren distcrtion and 
so within the experimental error there is no significant variation of Mach 
nurriber across the tunnel. 

The wave drag was computed as be-ing that attributable to the entropy 
change through the main nose shock and ignored any ether shocks. In some 
cases with the sharp nosed cowls a secondary sheck emanated from the rear of 
the nose separation bubble. Neglect cf this fcrmed the third possible source 
of error. 

To estimate the Qrder cf the strength cf these secondary shock waves, 
use was made of a schlieren picture in which the nose shock and the secondary 
shock were seen tc merge into cne. il. print of this picture is given in Fig.26. 
Measurements of the slopes of these two waves are plotted in Pig.2'7, with, for 
ccmparison, the Mach angle ccrresponding to the upstream Xach number. The 
intersection of the waves appears 'GO occur at abcut r = 8.0". Though very 
accurate readings cannot be taken from this graph, if for the inner main wave 
at the point cf intersection a value of dx/dr = 1.27 is accepted, then the 
ccrresponding stream deflection thrcugh the wave is 5.0° and the Mach number 
between this wave and the secondary wave is I.&. Then if a value of 
ax/dr = 1.27 is accepted at this point for the secondary wave, its stream 
deflection is O.6O. Thus the deflection through the outer wave is 
5.00 + 0.6~ = 5.6O, leading to a value of dx/dr = 1.26, which fits the 
experimental data. 

Small values of the entrcpy rise, AS, through a shock wave are pro- 
portional to (M 2 - I)’ (Ref.22), 

S 
which, using the above figures, gives 

values of AS through the cuter shock, the inner main shock and the inner 
secondary shock that are in the proportions 

1.0: 0.34: 0.002 

so that the entrcpy change thrcugh the secondary shcck may be neglected. 

5 lXUZGRATIOI?I TO IlYlXNITY 

first three terms of equation (6) are significant, then a 

3'4 against r"'2 would yield a straight line. Two examples 
in Fig.28. The scatter of the experimental points is 

ccnsiderable towards the ori in, where values correspond to the outer pcrtion 
of the shock wave and where a - E 

4 > 
is becoming small. This experimental 

scatter is probably the main cause of inaccuracy in the final value of ~~~~~~~~ 

Despite the scatter there is a reascnabie confirmation of the linear 
variation, and hence of the validity of Uhitham's theory for the wave shape. 
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Fitting of the straight line enabled values of a, and a2 to be 
obtained, and use of equation (10) then gave the integral to infinity. 

The overall error in the wave drag obtained was mainly due to the 
error in fitting straight lines, of i 

dx\ 314 ~1 - -zd-r r against r -l/2, to the 
\ 

experimental points. Experience in Joing this suggests a final error of 
about LO.05 in the wave drag coefficient. 

6 ATTACHED SHOCK CmS 

Previous evidence from the cowl pressure distributions was quoted to 
show that at full mass flow the apparently "attached" shock was in fact 
detached to a noticeable degree. Further evidence for this was obtained 
during the wave drag calculations. In Pig.29 two examples of the experi- 
mental values of the integrand of equation (1) are plotted: both are for 
the shar nosed cowls at nominally full mass flow. The theoretical values 
of I- 

( > 
5 
Vo 

r at the nose assuming an attached shock are also shown for CCXI+ 

parison. They are seen to be much lower than the corresponding experimental 
values, indicating that the shock wave at the nose is much steeper than in 
the "attached“ shock case. 

Two curves have been drawn through these theoretical points. The first 
was obtained by assuming that the shock wave shape is given by the first 
three terms of equation (5). In both cases this curve is seen to lie well 
below the experimental values. 

The second curve was obtained by computing the curvature K of the 
W 

nose shock at the lip. Now 

from equations (4) and (7). 

Expanding dx/dr as a Taylor series, we have, 

dx dx 
dr = 0 dr r=r + . . . 

0 
0 

dx = 0 
RI 3 

dr r=ro +(r-r,>K, $ e... (3 
Values of K, were computed using an expression given by Ogwcki '23 for the 

ratio of the curvature of an axi-symmetric shock to that of a two-dimensional 
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shock, values for the curvature of the latter being obtairred frum existing 
tshles (Ref.27). Stistitl~tion in the above series was then used tc compute 

l!zi values of 1-V 
c 3 

r for small values of (r-ro). The curves cbtained are 

shcwn in Pig.29 and are seen to give much lower values than the previous cries, 
but apparently better agreement with the slope of the experimental curves at 
r=r. This may net necessarily be of great signi.f'ic,ance, because this slope 
de-pen& upon the value af d2x/dr2 as well as dx/dr. In fact, 

c 
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